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SAFETY BRIAN DAWKINS 
 
On the attitude of the team after the bye week 
“The tempo in practice has been excellent. I think that the thing I look forward to, or look to see is the attitude. Even though we’ve dug ourselves a tough hole 
so far, guys are having fun playing the game and you have to do that. When that’s evident and the challenges are evident in practice and the guys are going 
after things the way we’ve been going after them, it’s always an uplifting thing to look forward to the (next) game to get this bad taste out of your mouth.” 
 
On stopping the Chiefs’ run game 
“They have a sound attack. When you have two (running) backs capable of doing what (RBs Thomas Jones and Jamaal Charles do) — we know Charles, 
with his outside ability, but you can’t sleep on Jones, who has been one of the leaders in rushing yards for the last couple of years. They have a potent 
attack. The thing that we have to do defensively is tackle well. We have to tackle well, we have to set the edges on these guys and tackle well. That’s going 
to be the key for us, is to tackle well.” 
 
On preventing big plays 
“That’s always an emphasis. Usually those things come when you have a lot of guys flying to the ball and that’s something that we definitely have to make 
sure happens this week. We can’t depend on one guy to tackle these (running) backs. Everybody has to fly to the ball and when you get there, have that in 
mind. We’ve done a good job of practicing that this week — as we do most of the time — of trying to make sure we’re turnover-minded. You can’t make 
things happen as far as pressuring yourself, but when that opportunity presents itself and you see an opportunity, you have to take it. To me, that all comes 
down when you’re having fun playing the game and you’re not tight and tense, you’ll do those things. When you’re not (having fun), you just make the 
tackle.” 
 
On why the Broncos will improve in the second half of the season 
“It’s not about telling you we’re going to be better, it’s about doing. I think that’s the mindset. It’s not about telling you what we’re going to do, change this or 
change that, no it’s not. Those things have never worked in the game. It’s about going out and doing our job and having a good time. That’s something that 
you’re going to hear me say, ‘We’re going to have to have a good time playing this game.’ When you do that, when you have excitement, when you play with 
the emotion that we always play when we’re playing this game, you’re going to make those plays when they come up.” 
 
On how players can have fun playing while the team is struggling 
“You have to. You don’t enter the game with 2-6 on your mind. You enter the game with, ‘This is a game that we’re going to win. We’re going to try our best 
to go out and do what we do.’ You don’t go into a game saying ‘We’re 2-6.’ That’s not the way you play any sport — not just football.” 
 
On the switching between 3-4 and 4-3 defenses during a game 
“Whatever the situation calls for, you have to be able to adjust. We’ve had our share of difficulties, whether it be injuries — but you can’t use that as an 
excuse. Everybody goes through injuries at different points of the season. It just so happens that we’ve had a couple of them real early. At the end of the 
day, we’ve had our opportunities to win games, we just have come up short in making plays. So, we can’t use that as an excuse and we won’t.” 
 
On whether he thinks there needs to be any defensive schematic changes 
“We’re going to stick with what we do. Like I said, we’ve been in place to make the plays — we just haven’t made them. It’s nothing (Defensive Coordinator 
Don) “Wink” (Martindale) can call, as far as on some of the passes that I’ve given up. He can’t say, ‘Well, let’s try this and do this different.’ No, when the ball 
is in the air, I have to make sure that either I come down with it or nobody comes down with it — just to give you an (example).” 
 
On how the team has reflected on the first half of the season 
“I think (Head Coach) Josh (McDaniels) and (Defensive Coordinator Don) “Wink” (Martindale) have done a good job of self-evaluation where we are and the 
things that we’ve done or did not do the first half of the season. They’ve let us know the things we need to work on and we’ve taken those things and we’ve 
worked on them. So, we’re going to go into this second half and when you have a team that has struggled the way we’ve struggled in certain situations and 
come up short — it’s not about outside perception. You can’t allow outside perception to drive what you are as a team. That’s something we can’t do and we 
won’t do.” 
 


